We propose a radiative version of the inverse seesaw mechanism in which lepton number violation and neutrino mass generation are seeded by a "dark" sector. We briefly comment on the implications of the model, highlighting the differences with respect to pure scotogenic or inverse seesaw scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
The two irrefutable evidences of new physics are the existence of neutrino mass and dark matter. The former follows from the discovery of neutrino oscillations [1, 2] which can not be described within the Standard Model of particle physics. The latter is inferred from a variety of evidences at different scales, such as galaxy rotation curves, galaxy clusters and large-scale cosmological data [3] . The idea that dark matter is made up of elementary particles is specially appealing. Unfortunately, no standard model particle fits the bill, including neutrinos. However, there are extensions of the Standard Model that predict the existence of new electrically neutral fermions and/or scalars that can be made stable by imposing an appropriate symmetry, and hence could play the role of dark matter. One possibility is that dark matter is the mediator of neutrino mass generation [4] [5] [6] . A minimal implementation of this approach is obtained by combining the simplest (3,1) version of the seesaw mechanism containing a single heavy "right-handed" neutrino [7] with the minimal "scotogenic" scenario for dark matter [4] . The resulting Scoto-Seesaw Mechanism [8] provides a specially attractive theory for neutrino oscillations in which the "atmospheric" mass scale arises at tree level from the seesaw mechanism, while the "solar" oscillation scale emerges radiatively. This results in a clear interpretation of the neutrino oscillation lengths, as well as a viable WIMP dark matter candidate. However, the "right-handed" neutrino is expected to lie outside the reach of collider experiments. We note that there have been mechanisms to obtain a radiative inverse seesaw model based upon supersymmetry [9] as well as extended gauge symmetries, for example [10] . In such schemes the isosinglet neutrinos need not be superheavy and may induce obervable phenomena.
Here we propose a new and very simple realization of the low-scale inverse seesaw mechanism [11] in which neutrino masses are calculable from loops involving the exchange of "dark sector" particles. In addition to the standard "righthanded" neutrinos ν c , the model requires the new fermions S, characteristic of the inverse seesaw mechanism, plus the "dark" sector particles. In contrast to other scotogenic models, these "dark" sector particles are all standard model singlets. Moreover, the absence of isodoublet "dark" matter particles implies that lepton flavour violation arises from gauge-mediated low-scale seesaw contributions, instead of "dark-mediated" loops. Concerning the phenomenology of neutrino physics, it is completely generic for the case of a "sequential" inverse seesaw mechanism. However, if the number of isosinglet pairs is two or less, instead of three, we have a lower bound on the neutrinoless double beta decay rate which holds even for normal ordered neutrino masses. The paper is organized as follows. In sec. II we give the basic structure and quantum numbers of the model, while in sec. III we explain how the it provides a radiative realization of the inverse seesaw mechanism. Finally, in sec. IV we briefly discuss various phenomenological implications for neutrino and dark matter physics, comparing them with those of the minimal scotogenic dark matter model as well as the pure inverse seesaw framework.
II. THE TREE LEVEL LAGRANGIAN
Our starting point is given by the Yukawa sector. The Lagrangian for the new interactions responsible for dark matter and neutrino mass generation is
Notice the presence of new fermions ν c , S and f , as well as new scalars ξ and σ. For definitenes here we focus on the case where there are two copies of ν c , S and f fermions. This suffices to generate both the atmospheric and solar mass scales required for the interpretation of the neutrino oscillation data. The interactions in Eq.1 are invariant under the standard model gauge group and, in addition, under the Z 2 × U (1) B−L symmetry associated to lepton number and dark matter. The underlying symmetries can be summarized by the charge assignment in table I . In order to generate neutrino masses the U (1) B−L symmetry is broken by the scalar interactions in Eq. (2),
Given the U (1) B−L symmetry assignment, notice that the lepton number symmetry is broken spontaneously by the vev of the σ field, leading to the existence of a Nambu-Goldstone boson dubbed majoron. The only scalar driving spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking is the standard model doublet H. In contrast to the original model of this type [12, 13] , here lepton number violation happens at a relatively low scale [14] [15] [16] . The symmetry Z 2 is a "dark" symmetry that remains exactly conserved and enforces the stability of the lightest "odd" particle. The latter does meet the requirements to play the role of our WIMP Dark Matter candidate.
The tree level neutral lepton mass matrix has the following block structure in the basis (ν i ν c S),
where the bare mass term mixes the ν c and S singlet neutrinos, while LHν c is the conventional "Dirac" Yukawa term.
Notice that Majorana mass terms for ν c and S are forbidden given the conservation of lepton number. Using the method of perturbative seesaw diagonalization by blocks developed in [13] we obtain that the effective light neutrino mass matrix is exactly zero, so that at the tree level neutrinos are massless. It is easy to see that at the tree level our model Lagrangian does not allow for an SS mass term. Hence in the limit in which lepton number is conserved neutrinos are massless at the tree approximation. Yet both lepton flavour violation as well as leptonic CP violation persist within this limit [17] [18] [19] . However, a non-zero SσσS term will be generated in our model at the effective dimension-5 level, see next.
III. RADIATIVE REALIZATION OF INVERSE SEESAW MECHANISM
We now turn our attention to the terms Y ξ ξf S and λ 5 (ξ * σ) 2 . These Lagrangian terms conserve lepton number, however lepton number violation can proceed spontaneously through the vev of the σ field. In this case an effective µ term arises at the loop level by the "scotogenic" mechanism illustrated in figure 1.
FIG. 1:
"Scotogenic" origin for lepton number violating µ-term.
Hence our model provides a realization of the inverse seesaw mechanismt [11] with spontaneous lepton number violation [14] in which the lepton number violating µ-parameter has a radiative origin. Small neutrino masses are "doubly protected" i.e. by naturalness a la t'Hooft, namely, lepton number is restored as µ → 0 and, in addition, µ is a loop-suppressed parameter, as in [10] . In contrast to Ref. [10] , however, here the lepton number violating µ-parameter has a "scotogenic" origin, since the particles f and ξ running in the loop are indeed those in the dark sector, "odd" under the Z 2 symmetry. A simple order-of-magnitude estimate for the neutrino effective mass is given by:
In order to ensure that two neutrinos are massive we assume the existence of two copies of the ν c , S and f fermions. This is enough to generate both the atmospheric and solar mass scales required for the interpretation of the neutrino oscillation data. All of the neutrino masses arise from the interplay of the scotogenic and seesaw "sectors". Notice that in the above approximation we have omitted internal indices. The full expression for neutrino radiatively induced mass matrix including indices associated to the copies of the ν c , S and f fermions is given by,
The index l, runs from 1 to 2 and labels the generations of f . Assuming for simplicity that M (f ) has degenerate eigenvalues, we can factorize the loop functions. The pattern of the Yukawa matrices Y ξ and Y ν c will determine the neutrino oscillation probabilities and the lepton flavour violation phenomenology.
IV. PHENOMENOLOGY
In this section we mention the expected differences in the implications of our scenario with respect to those of the minimal case of pure scotogenic or pure inverse seesaw schemes. Notice that we assume a spontaneous lepton number violation scenario, as implicit in Table I , characterized by the existence of a majoron. Details of the phenomenology will depend on whether we opt for having two copies of the ν c , S and f fermions or three. This should be taken into account in any dedicated study of the phenomenology of these theories. Such studies, however, go well beyond the scope of this letter.
A. Neutrino oscillation phenomenology
In our model there are no specific predictions for neutrino oscillations. However, the fact that the neutrino mass mediator singlet neutrinos can be relatively light implies that the existence of possibly sizeable unitarity violation effects in the lepton mixing matrix describing neutrino oscillations [20] [21] [22] [23] . These may have an important impact upon the analysis of neutrino oscillation experiments, since the "standard" leptonic CP phase can be confused with another phase coming from the seesaw mechanism [24] .
B. Neutrinoless double beta decay
Another point to mention is that, if the seesaw fermion sector is incomplete, as assumed in our case, with just two "right-handed" neutrinos [7] , we have an absolute lower bound on the expected neutrinoless double beta decay rates. This simple observation has been discussed in another context in [25] . It also applies to our current low-scale inverse seesaw model containing just two copies of the ν c , S fermions. The result has been presented in [25] , Figure 3 .
C. Charged Lepton Flavor Violation
The expected rates for charged lepton flavor violating processes in our model are in sharp contrast with the standard scotogenic models, where they arise from the exchange of dark sector particles. In our case lepton flavour violation is mediated by singlet neutrino exchanges in the inverse seesaw mechanism. Lepton flavor violating processes in inverse seesaw schemes have been extensively studied. The Yukawa interaction Y (ν c ) Liτ 2 H * ν c provides a source of decays such as µ → eγ, µ → 3e and muon-to-electron conversion in nuclei. These arise as in the conventional inverse seesaw model [17] , and have been widely discussed [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In the last of these works the authors explore the parameter space for the coupling Y ν c , identifying typical values that agree with current lepton flavour violation constraints. Specially relevant to note in this context is the observation that the rates for both lepton flavour violation as well as leptonic CP violation processes need not be "neutrino-mass-suppressed" since they can be non-zero even in the massless neutrino limit [17] [18] [19] . Hence lepton flavour violation rates can be sizeable. Detailed expectations must take into account whether the fermion sector is complete, or contains just two copies.
D. Higgs physics at colliders
Our theory setup described in Table I implies the existence of a Nambu-Goldstone boson dubbed majoron. Since the scale associated to spontaneous lepton number violation is relatively low, it follows that the "standard model" Higgs boson detected at the LHC can have a sizeable decay rate into the invisible majorons [15] . Moreover, if dark matter is light enough, the Higgs may also decay to dark matter. The collider implications of invisibly decaying Higgs boson have been extensively discussed in theory papers [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] as well as in recent experimental studies by the LHC collaborations [42, 43] . Invisible Higgs decays will also be an interesting point in the agenda of planned lepton collider experiments such as CEPC, FCC-ee, ILC and CLIC [44] [45] [46] [47] .
E. Collider searches for neutrino mass mediators
In contrast to the scoto-seesaw mechanism [8] , in the present model the "heavy" isosinglet neutrinos can lie at a mass scale accessible to collider experiments. Following the suggestion to detect the heavy neutrinos mediating neutrino mass generation in the decays of the Z-boson at LEP [48] there have been several studies at LEP and the LHC [49] . High-Luminosity LHC, as well as proposed experiments such as SHIP [50] may also be able to provide more sensitive search capabilities, etc. However, within the simplest SU(3) c ⊗ SU(2) L ⊗ U(1) Y context the heavy neutrino messengers have small production cross section, since they are produced only through mixing with the ordinary neutrinos. This poses an experimental challenge. One should mention, however, that in the presence of new gauge boson portals the production cross section can be higher, for example through the Drell-Yan mechanism at the LHC [51, 52] . In fact the LHC could reveal large rates for lepton flavour violation processes at high energies, even if the "classic" low energy probes give negative results.
F. Dark Matter phenomenology
By construction, the interactions in Eq. 1 are invariant under the Z 2 × U (1) B−L group. In contrast to U (1) B−L , whose breaking by the scalar interactions in Eq. (2) generates neutrino mass, the exact conservation of Z 2 ensures that the lightest "odd" particle will be stable. That can be a either fermion or scalar and will be a Weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP), a popular dark matter candidate particle. Focusing for definiteness on the case that the lightest odd particle is a scalar, we can see that its relic abundance can be set by basically the same physics as in the minimal scotogenic scenario [4] . Concerning its direct detection rates through the Higgs portal, these will be smaller than in the simplest scotogenic model, with the possibility of weakening or evading the stringent constraints of Xenon1T collaboration [53] . Hence it meets the requirements to play the role of a viable scalar WIMP Dark Matter candidate.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this letter we have proposed a radiative variant of the inverse seesaw mechanism in which lepton number violation and neutrino mass generation have as common origin a new "dark" sector, responsible for WIMP dark matter. Notice that the scenario requires spontaneous lepton number violation , leading to the majoron as dynamical tracer, which implies the possibility of invisibly decaying Higgs. We have shown how the model provides a radiative "scotogenic" realization of the inverse seesaw mechanism. We discussed its most salient implications, both for neutrino as well as dark matter physics, comparing them with the expectations of the minimal scotogenic dark matter model as well as the pure inverse seesaw framework. This theory setup is very simple and elegant, and deserves dedicated investigations in its various specific realizations.
